
WEB OF LIFE
A nature-based connection game

This game helps students identify parts of their local ecosystem and think about how each is connected 
to others around it. Students explore how impacts on one part of the ecosystem affect other parts.

Food Web: a network of feeding relationships where nutrients and energy are passed on
Wildlife Web: interconnected relationships between species that depend on each other for food, 
shared habitat, or energy needs
Materials: Web of Life picture cards, a large ball of string
Time: 25-30 minutes

Instructions: 
1. Print and cut out the attached pictures of the living things found in the coastal temperate rainforest. 

2. Discuss the terms ‘food web’ and ‘wildlife web’ and then have all students stand together in a circle.

3. Hand out a card to each student and ask them to place it on the ground in front of them. 

4. Ask if there is something in the circle that everyone ABSOLUTELY needs (sunshine). Give that student 
the end of the ball of string and ask them to hold on to it. 

5.  Ask the students what might use light from the sun (plants). Pass the ball of the string to a student 
with a plant card (perhaps a tree) and have them hold onto part of the string. Ask what depends on 
that plant (perhaps something that lives in a tree, like an eagle or an owl) and pass the ball of string on. 
Continue on with this until every student is holding on to the string. 

Example: What do eagles eat?  Salmon. What else eats salmon?  Orca, bear, etc. Where do bears take 
the salmon?  To help fertilize trees. What else helps fertilize?  Fungus, banana slug, etc.

6. Once every student is holding a section of string, give scenarios where you “lose” one part of the web 
(ex. cedar trees are all logged, marbled murrelet birds go extinct) and have the student with that card 
tug on the string. Try to pick realistic issues that happen in the rainforest, but allow students to choose 
scenarios and help if necessary. For example, if they say “No more salal berries”, ask them to think of 
what might cause this (over-harvesting, clearing land, etc.) before moving to the next step.

7. Ask if other students feel the string being tugged and, if so, have them raise their other hand that is 
not holding the string. Have students look around to see what species are directly affected. 

8. Ask those with their hands up to tug on the string, and when other students feel tugging, have them 
raise their hands and tug. Eventually, all students will have their hands up!

9. Ask the students what they noticed about the game and what connections they can make. 

Tips: 
• If students get stuck with making a connection, ask a prompting question such as, “What are the two 

key features we find in the rainforest? What animals and plants do we find here?”
• Each time you pass the string, pass it above the web. This will help when you clean it up later!
• Go through these connections fairly quickly, until all students have a piece of the string to hold. It is 

important that nobody moves the string until you ask them to.



Le salal L’airelle à petites feuilles

Le cèdre La fougère

Une ronce élégante Un champignon du pin



Une chanterelle L’aralie épineuse

Un ours noir Un ours grizzli

Le cerf Un aigle à tête blanche  



Le Troglodyte mignon Le grand pic

La Grive à collier Le Guillemot marbré

La rainette du Pacifique Le triton rugueux



Un grume abri Un limace terrestre

Un ruisseau Le saumon du Pacifique

Le sol Des gens



Un carabe La mousse

Un loup gris Un aulne rouge

Une marmotte Le sapin de Douglas


